Conditions are obtained which characterize when a space has a Hausdorff compactification with a discrete remainder. A characterization is also given for when the minimal perfect compactification of a 0-space has a discrete remainder. It is shown that a metric space has a compactification with a discrete remainder if and only if it is rimcompact. In general, however, for a space to have a compactification with a discrete remainder, it is not necessary that the space be rimcompact.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper all topological spaces are completely regular and Hausdorff and all compactifications are Hausdorff. A remainder of a compactification aX of X is the space aX -X. A major problem in compactification theory is to determine when, for each X in a certain class of spaces, there is a member of another class of spaces which can serve as a remainder of X . (See [1] , [2] , [6] , [9] , and [13] , for example.) The aim of this paper is to characterize the class of spaces X which admit compactifications aX such that aX -X is discrete. The problem is trivial for locally compact spaces, hence hereafter we consider only nonlocally compact spaces. Recall that the residue R(X) of X is the set of points in X which do not possess compact neighborhoods. To characterize when X has a discrete remainder, then, it is natural to seek conditions which involve R(X). Since ClaX(aX-X) = (aX-X)UR(X), in order that aX-X be discrete, it is necessary that R(X) be compact.
A space X is a 0-space if X has a compactification with O-dimensional remainder. Any 0-space has a compactification <j)X which is the maximal compactification with O-dimensional remainder. A space X is rimcompact if it has a base of open sets O with compact boundaries Fr^ O, or 7r-open sets. Every rimcompact X is a 0-space and in this case <j)X is called the Freudenthal compactification of X. Clearly, for X to admit a discrete remainder, it is also necessary that X be a 0-space.
A compactification aX of X is perfect if, for each open subset O of X, ClQA-(Frx O) = Yrax U, where U is the largest aX-open set satisfying UnX -O. Recall that 4>X is the smallest perfect compactification of X and that ßX , the Stone-Cech compactification, is the largest perfect compactification. See [9] , [10] , and [12] for properties of perfect compactifications. Also, 4>X is obtained from ßX by identifying the components of ßX -X to points. (See [10] and [12] for further discussion.)
Terada has shown in [13] that a metric space with compact residue has a countable discrete remainder if and only if it is rimcompact and Cech complete. In §2 of this paper we provide conditions, internal to X, which characterize when any X admits a discrete remainder. Examples show that when a space has a discrete remainder it need not have a maximal compactification with this property. However, when X has a maximal compactification with a discrete remainder, then this compactification is (f>X. Accordingly, we also characterize when <f)X -X is discrete.
In §4 we show that for metric spaces (with compact residue) it is precisely the class of rimcompact spaces which have discrete remainders and all such remainders are countable.
Finally, we provide examples to illuminate the results and, in particular, to show that, in contrast to the case for metric spaces, a nonrimcompact space X can have an uncountable discrete remainder so that X is also not Cech complete.
The main theorem
For / £ C(X), where C(X) is the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X, the zero-set of / is denoted by Z(/).
A nonempty family & of nonempty zero-sets of a space X which is closed under pairwise intersection is a z-filter provided any zero-set is in ¡F whenever it contains an element of SF .
A z-ultrafilter is a maximal z-filter. Zero-sets and related concepts are studied extensively in [7] . By C*(X) we indicate the subring of bounded functions in C(X). The main result of this section affords a characterization, internal to X, of when any aX has discrete remainders. We denote the space of positive integers by N and the closed unit interval by 7 , each equipped with its usual topology. Take any point y £ ßX-X . Since a free z-ultrafilter ^ in X converges to y and by (B)(iii) some Za £ £F, we have y e FQ. Thus the family {Fa\a £ A} is a partition of ßX -X into compact (ßX -X)-open sets.
Next, for x ^ y in /v(X) choose 0^ and £7^ as in (B)(iv). We show that there exist disjoint neighborhoods of x and y, respectively, which "split" along the .FQ's. If Za -Oxy is compact, Lemma 2.1 provides that Fa Ç E\ß Oxy . A similar condition holds when Za n Cl* Oxy is compact. Observe that Exyj OXJ, and Ex^X-Cl* Oxy) are disjoint, and suppose that some Fa meets both sets. Then both Za -Oxy and Z" n Cl* O^ are noncompact, hence Za -Uxy is Finally, if t is the projection of ßX onto the quotient space ßX/C taken with respect to the decomposition C = {Fa\a £ A} U {{x}|x 6 X}, then t satisfies t~x(t(Ox)) = Ôx and t~l(t(Oy)) = Oy. This is enough to ensure that ßX/C is a Hausdorff compactification oT X with discrete remainder. This completes the proof.
We note in [8] that condition (B)(iii) of 2.2 can be replaced by the following equivalent condition: for each X-closed subset F of X -R(X) there exists finitely many Zai such that F -\j{vaix Za\i = 1, ... , «} is compact.
TWO SPECIAL CASES
Here we characterize when cf>X -X is discrete, which occurs if and only if X has a maximal compactification with a discrete remainder. Also, we consider the case when R(X) is totally disconnected and compact. 0-spaces having this property are rimcompact by 2.4 of [4] so that 4>X is the Freudenthal compactification. In both cases we obtain characterizations having sharpened versions of (B)(iv) of 2.2. We first consider an example. Let W be the space of all countable ordinals equipped with the usual topology and W* = ßW, so that W* -W = {ojx} , where cox is the first uncountable ordinal. Take Y = {l/n\n G7V}U{0} and set X = WxY. Then ßX = <j>X = W* x Y and it is clear that X has discrete remainders but no maximal compactification with discrete remainder. O)) implies Za-0 is not compact, which contradicts (iv). Hence Fa is connected, and since Fa is compact and (ßX -X)-open, it is a component of ßX -X, whence it follows that <j>X -X is discrete. This completes the proof.
It is easy to find examples of spaces with R(X) totally disconnected and compact which have discrete remainders, but for which 4>X -X is not discrete. Such spaces possess families of zero-sets which satisfy (i)-(iv) of the following theorem but fail to satisfy (iv) of 3.1. Now the decomposition {Fa\a £ A} U {{x}|x 6 X} of ßX into compact sets can be projected onto its associated quotient space to obtain a Hausdorff compactification SX oT X for which SX -X is discrete, and the proof is complete.
Metric spaces with discrete remainders
Recall that X is Cech complete whenever X is a Gx-set in ßX. In [13] Terada showed that a metric space X with nonempty compact residue has a compactification with a countable discrete remainder if and only if X is Cech complete and rimcompact. Here we show that a metric space X with compact residue has a discrete remainder if and only if X is rimcompact, or equivalently, X is a 0-space. Moreover, any discrete remainder of a metric space must be countable.
In general, a set S in any space X is said to have countable character whenever S has a countable neighborhood base, and X is Lindelöf at infinity if every compact set is contained in a compact set of countable character. (See [9, p. 113].)
We shall need the following result.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be any space with compact R(X). Then the following are equivalent:
(A) X is Lindelöf at infinity; (B) aX -X is a Lindelöf space, for all compactifications aX -X of X ; (C) aX -X is a a-compact, for all compactifications aX of X ; (D) X is Cech complete; (E) R(X) is contained in a compact set of countable character. Proof. That (A) and (B) are equivalent is Theorem 35, Chapter VI of [9] , and (B) and (C) are equivalent when aX -X is locally compact by Theorem 7.2 of XI, [5] . That (C) and (D) are equivalent is obvious, as is (A) implies (E). Now assume (E) and let K be a compact set of countable character containing R(X). Let {Gn\n £ N] be a countable open neighborhood base for K and take F" -X -Gn , for all n £ N. Then F" = Cly?x F" -F" is a compact subset of ßX -X. For p £ ßX -X, there is a free z-ultrafilter y in X which converges to p . Since K is compact, we can find ZeF such that ZnK = 4>. Thus, Z Ç X -G" = Fn , for some n, so that p £ C\ß Z ç Cly? Fn . Hence p £ F", and {Fn\n £ N} is a cover of ßX -X by compact sets which insures that X is Cech complete. This completes the proof.
If ÔX and yX are compactifications of any nonlocally compact X with discrete remainders, then card(áX -X) = card(yX -X).
To see this, let tx and t7 be the respective canonical mappings of ßX onto SX and yX. For each p £ 5X -X, tjl(p) is a compact open subset of ßX -X . Similarly, tyl(q) is compact and open in ßX-X for each q £ yX-X. Since at most finitely many ^'(p)'s can meet any tyl(q) and vice versa, the result follows.
Note that in any metric space X all compact sets have countable character, so if X has compact residue, then X is Cech complete. Thus, the requirement that X be Cech complete can be omitted from Terada's theorem. Using Terada's result and the fact that for metric spaces X is a 0-space if and only if X is rimcompact, the following is now immediate. (A) X is a 0-space; (B) X is rimcompact; (C) X has a discrete remainder of countable cardinality.
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Examples
The following example shows that for X to have a discrete remainder it is not enough that 4>X -X be O-dimensional and locally compact.
Example 5.1. According to 2.1 of [14] we can find a locally compact, zerodimensional Y for which ßY -Y = I. Then for any infinite discrete space Z, there is no continuous mapping í of 7 onto Z . For, if such t exists, then t has a continuous extension tß from ßY onto ßZ. It is readily seen that t& must carry 7 onto ßZ -Z , which is impossible since Z is strongly O-dimensional and ßZ -Z is nontrivial. Now set X = W* x ßY -({oex} x Y). Then ßX -X is O-dimensional and locally compact but there can be no mapping of ßX -X onto a discrete aX -X.
In Example 5.2 we use Theorem 3.2 to show that X does not possess a compactification with a discrete remainder. Suppose some compactification SX has discrete 3X -X. Now there must exist a family of noncompact, locally compact zero-sets {Zy\y £ A} which satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.2. By (iii) of 3.2 each point p"] must be contained in some Clr Zy which we denote by Zy^ . Then Zj,(") is the zero-set of some fn £ C*(X). The values of /" on any Xa are determined uniquely by values of f" on a countable dense subset of Xa and since /" is "eventually constant" on a copy of W*, one can find a(n) < cox such that fn(y, (x,y)) = fn(p, (x,y)), for all y,p > a(n). Let a0 = sup"€iVa(n) < a>i .
Since R(X) is compact and totally disconnected, condition (iv) of Theorem 3.2 applies. Accordingly, let O be any 7t-open set which satisfies p^' £ O and let O, open in T, satisfy O n X = O. We show that O cannot separate Pq°a nd p™' . Now there is a k £ N such that p%1 £0, for all n > k . But if O is a "separating" set according to (iv) of 3.2, we require Zy^ -O or Zy^nClx O to be compact, for all n £ N. But Clr ZyW contains p% , for all a > a0 and O contains p"i , hence Clr O contains p% , for all a> ao and n> k . It follows that Pq £. Cl* O for all a > ao , so that, in particular, O cannot separate p^{ and Pq° . This contradicts (iv) of 3.2, hence no SX -X can be discrete.
Recall that for metric spaces, if SX -X is discrete, then X must be rimcompact and Cech complete. However, the following is an example of a space with a discrete remainder which is neither rimcompact nor Cech complete. Example 5.3. As in 2.1 of [14] , choose a maximal family 31 of almost disjoint infinite subsets of N such that the space Nö32 satisfies ß(Nu3?)-(Nu3e) = I. Then X = W* x ß(N U M) -({cox} x 31), so that R(X) is a copy of 7 and ßX -X = <pX -X is a homeomorph of 31, hence is discrete. For notational clarity, subspaces of {cox} x ß(N{_)3?) will be regarded as subspaces of ß(Nu3?).
We show that the points 1/3 and 2/3 in R(X) cannot be separated by a 7t-open set in X.
For, suppose V is ?r-open in X with 1/3 £ V and 2/3 £ Clx V. Since ßX is perfect, for y £ 3? = ßX -X, either y £ ExßV or y £ Exß W, where W = X -Clx V. Since Ex^ V and Exß W are disjoint, y is not a boundary point of V = Ex^ V n (W U ¿5?) nor of IF = Exß W n (TV U ¿?). Also, no point of N can be a boundary point of F or W. Thus V and IF are clopen and disjoint in N U 31, so that Cl^jvus?) F n Cl^wus?) W = <)>. But Cl^wus?) F = Cl)9(AfU^)(Exyîx Vnß(Nu3?)) contains 1/3 and, similarly, 2/3 e Cl^Mj^) W. Since Cl^u^) V is clopen in ß(N U ^), its intersection with 7 now disconnects 7, a contradiction.
Thus, no such V can exist and X is not rimcompact. By Proposition 4.1 and the fact that 31 cannot be countable, it follows that X also fails to be Cech complete.
